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NEW
TOOLING!
1:76 SCALE 
VAUXHALL 
ASTRA 

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 198  

NEW
Tooling!

SCALE PRICE
76SDF001 1:76 £11.95

NEWShelvoke & Drewry Freightlifter
Dualdrive - British Rail (Western)

Shelvoke & Drewry Freightlifter Dualdrive - 
British Rail (Western)
This newly tooled and highly detailed model is based on
the heavy duty fork lift truck that Shelvoke & Drewry
were asked to produce in 1952 especially for the London
Brick Company.  The design was intended as a UK
alternative to the American Hyster forklift, which was
subject to UK import restrictions.  LBC went on to buy
over 170 of the vehicles, some of which were still in use
21 years later,  Moreover, the Freightlifter proved equally
in demand from other sources, notably all three Armed
Forces as well as the railway companies. 

The trucks could lift between 12,000 and 18,000 lbs with
a lift height of up to 29 feet.  Production models included
the Model 82 with 7 ft 10 ins wheel base, Model 100 with

an 8'4" wheelbase and a smaller Model 72 for indoor use.
In 1962, the entire range was re-designed and re-named
Defiant and production continued until 1974.  

To launch our 1:76 scale replica, we’ve selected the
vehicle as used by British Railways (Western) in the
popular brown and cream colour scheme long associated
with the GWR.  The vehicle bodywork is printed with
British Railways WR lettering in cream with the addition
of the S & D freightlifter marque applied in red and
white.  Registered 729 AAR, the model features the
optional Dualdrive cab component for this first release
which takes on the main body colours.  The mudguards,
chassis, interior, spotlight, hydraulic cylinder gaiter, mast
chains and cab window frames are all black.
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1:76 SCALE

Standard Flying Twelve - Grey
Our Standard Flying Twelve four door saloon dates from a production

period between 1937 and 1940.  It was unveiled as part of a new range 

of Flying Standards at the 1935 Motor Show, distinctive because 

of their sloping streamlined rear.  The Flying Standard was 

so named because of the major radiator shell change to 

a waterfall grille topped by the Union Jack badge, 

which apparently streamed backwards in contrast 

to its previous forward-facing position.  The Flying

Twelve boasted a 1608 cc side valve, 4 cylinder engine. 

Our fourth release on the Flying Twelve is registered CRL

882 and its brown grey body colour is also reflected in the wheels

which have silver centres.  The interior is blue, which is a nice contrast, 

as is the silver trim to the exterior including the radiator grille and bumpers.

Vauxhall Astra Mk2 GTE - White
Brand new tooling introduces the Vauxhall Astra Mk2 GTE to the 1:76

series of Oxford Automobiles. Registered F754 GNK from 1988-

89, our model comes in a gleaming white with contrasting

grey exterior trim, black interior and grey seating.

In real life, the white Mk2 GTE was the first from the

Vauxhall Astra stable to be ‘colour coded’ with body

trim that matched the base colour of the car.  Only

available as a 3-door hatchback and with its 124 bhp. 2.0

litre engine, all were fitted with an all electronic dash with

digital speedometer.  In 1988 Vauxhall’s twin-camshaft version of the

engine was fitted to the GTE, causing a storm because of its performance. 

Our 1:76 scale replica carries all the authentic detail of the original including sun roof,

rear spoiler, even down to the Vauxhall badge on the bonnet and  GTE designation

set into the narrow radiator grille, also repeated on the rear of the vehicle. 

Humber Hawk MkIV - Golden Sand
The Humber Hawk Mk IV was introduced in 1950.  

It had a top speed of 71 mph and cost £850.  Now

rare, examples can be bought for around £5000.

Our fourth release on the Mk IV is registered LDU

446 and in contrast to the exterior bright gold

bodywork, the interior is red with black steering

wheel.  The four door saloon features the signature

Humber long radiator grille in silver with

vents on either side while a final detail sees

silver wheel centres with surrounds echoing

the main body colour.   
SCALE PRICE

76HH004 1:76 £4.95

NEWHumber Hawk MkIV -
Golden Sand

SCALE PRICE
76VX001 1:76 £4.75

NEWVauxhall Astra Mk2
GTE - White

NEW
Tooling!

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

SCALE PRICE
76SFT004 1:76 £4.95

NEWStandard Flying
Twelve - Grey

Ford Anglia - Light
Blue/Ermine White 

SCALE PRICE
76105007 1:76 £4.75

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN
Ford Cortina MKII - Red

SCALE PRICE
76COR2003 1:76 £4.75
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NEW
Tooling!

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Rover P4/90 - Steel Blue/ Light Navy
Hot on the heels of the first release on our

newly introduced Rover 90, the second in

the series also comes with a two-tone

decoration, this time in striking dark blue

and light blue with a pastel blue interior.

The exterior body colour shows up the

wealth of silver masking very nicely,

including the discreet

Rover name along the side

of the bonnet.  The car is

registered 901 HLK.

SCALE PRICE
76P4001 1:76 £4.95

NEWRover P4 - Smoke
Grey/Black

Milk Float - 
Express Dairies

SCALE PRICE
76WE001 1:76 £4.75

Messerschmitt KR200
Bubble Car - Rouge Sarde

SCALE PRICE
76MBC001 1:76 £4.75

Austin Seven RN Saloon -
Light Royal Blue

SCALE PRICE
76ASS002 1:76 £4.95

Austin Seven RN Saloon -
Fawn

SCALE PRICE
76ASS001 1:76 £4.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Rover P4 - Smoke Grey/Black
The Rover P4 series was a group of mid-size luxury

saloon cars which Rover produced between 1949 and

1967, all designed by the company’s designer Gordon

Bashford.  The P4 designation was the in-house 

factory terminology and the consumers usually 

referred to the cars by their particular 

designations, in this case the Rover 90. 

The Rover 90 was produced between 1953 

and 1959, during which time nearly 36,000 

were sold worldwide. Classed as a top-end vehicle, 

it had a powerful 2.6 litre engine with a top speed of 

90 mph.  Modifications over its predecessors included a

bigger boot, wide rear windows and flashing indicators.

Our newly tooled model follows the authentic physical

features of the original and for our first release, 

we’ve selected the two-tone black and dark grey body

colour with dark red interior seating.  Registered 9076

TW, the model features the famous Rover Viking badge

on the bonnet above the distinctive Rover radiator and

the Rover 90 ‘signature’ across the boot.

The Rover 90 claimed cult status in the 1980s, notably in

France, where they were in particular demand by classic

car enthusiasts.

SCALE PRICE
76P4002  1:76 £4.95

NEWRover P4/90 - Steel
Blue/ Light Navy
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1:72
SCALEAVIATION

Avro Anson Mk1 - 233 Squadron, 
RAF Coastal Command

The Avro Anson Mk I was originally meant for

maritime reconnaissance, entering service in 1936 from

which point it was used notably with the RAF, Fleet Air

Arm and Commonwealth Air Forces.  During World

War II, the four seater, twin engined British aircraft was

also used to train pilots for flying multi-engined bombers.

Here we see it as V-EY K6298 deployed with the RAF at

Leuchars on the east coast of Scotland in September 1939, right

at the beginning of the conflict, and where its reconnaissance role would

have been most useful.  Decorated in the dark green and brown camouflage

scheme with the RAF roundels on the upper and underwings, the underside

camouflage is a pale green.  The clear canopy reveals a green interior and

black instrument panel and note on this release, there is no radio directional

finding (RDF) wire aerial loop on the roof.  The gun turret behind the

cockpit houses a single black machine gun, all ready for action.

DH Puss Moth CF-APK - Bert Hinkler
Another great yet tragic aviation story lies behind our

latest Puss Moth introduction, which goes back to the

early 1930s and a brilliant aviator and inventor, Bert

Hinkler.  The first person to fly solo from England to

Australia, in 1931 he also became the first aviator to

make a solo flight across the South Atlantic. 

On 7th January 1933, Bert left London in his Puss Moth

in an attempt to break the flying record to Australia

which at that time stood at 8 days 20 hours.  Nothing

more was heard from him and his body and aircraft were

found three weeks later in the Tuscan Mountains of Italy.

His plane had crashed into the mountains.  He was only

40 years old and had been married for less than a year.

Our model represents the Puss Moth CF-APK ‘Karohi’ in

which Bert Hinkler had flown his record breaking flight in

1931 and on his final journey in 1933.  It is decorated in

silver with bright red graphics featuring CF-APK along 

the fuselage and upper/lower wings as well as its name

‘Karohi’ on each side of the nosecone.  The wing struts

are also painted red and the aircraft comes with black

interior.  Note too, the small balloon tyres.

NEWAvro Anson Mk1 - 233 Sqn.
RAF Coastal Command

SCALE PRICE
72AA004 1:72 £32.95

NEWDH Dragon Rapide 
ZK-AHS, Mokai, NAC

SCALE PRICE
72DR011 1:72 £33.95

NEWDH Puss Moth CF-APK -
Bert Hinkler

SCALE PRICE
72PM006 1:72 £24.95

DH Dragon Rapide ZK-AHS, Mokai, NAC
Our latest introduction on the twin engined De

Havilland Dragon Rapide bi-plane is as used by the

National Aircraft Corporation in New Zealand,

dating from around 1949 and operating out of Mokai, on

the North Island.  The DH89 was a popular and successful

transport plane used particularly for short haul flights, with a

capacity for 6-8 people.

Our replica of aircraft ZK-AHS is decorated in the National

Aircraft Corporation colour scheme of white upper body,

silver undersides and contrasting line-out in bright red, which

printwise on the model  is quite a challenge in itself, if you look

at the elaborate colour demarcation on the front  of the nose.

The aircraft ID features in red on the upper and lower starboard

wings and on the tail fin and the print detail extends to the word

MOKAI on the side of the fuselage beneath the cockpit window.
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DH Dragon Rapide G-AHAG - Scillonia Airways
Originally manufactured in 1944, this Dragon Rapide

has been a 30 year restoration project by

enthusiast Ralph Jones.  After a varied career,

G-AHAG was saved at the last minute by Bryan

Neely who repainted the aircraft in his Scillonia Airways

fleet colours of pale green and white and gave her the

name ‘Bryher’ after one of the Scilly Isles.  Scillonia

Airways ceased operations in 1969 and

‘Bryher’ was sold to the Army

Parachuting Association for £205.

However, following an incident when

she was rammed on the ground, she fell

into disrepair until rescued in 1979.  .

Our model is decorated as owned by

Scillonia Airways with upper fuselage, wing roots and tail

surfaces in off white and lower fuselage, wings, wheels,

engine nacelles and struts in pale green. The Scillonia

Airways logo runs along both sides of the fuselage in red

and the aircraft lettering, also in red, appears on the

lower wing and tailfins. A special feature comprises the

generator wind-mill fixed on the upper right wing.

Spitfire Mk1 - 57 OTU, RAF Hawarden, March 1942
RAF Hawarden in Flintshire, North Wales, was one of

the Operational Training Unit’s bases where the WWII

Spitfire pilots undertook their flight instruction.  

Our 1:72 scale model is a replica of a Mk I Spitfire AR212 flown by

Canadian pilot Sgt S W Steenson on 16th March 1942.  It was

involved in a mid-air collision with a Spitfire X4605 flown by fellow

Canadian Sgt R J Lawlor.  Tragically, Sgt Steenson was killed whilst

Sgt Lawlor’s Spitfire suffered only minor damage.

Decorated in a matt dark green and brown camouflage with pale

green underside and yellow engine cowl top and sides, the Spitfire

carries the RAF roundels of the day as well as its Spitfire ID AR212

towards the rear of the fuselage.  Further markings NL-V, reversed

on the port side are printed in yellow and white along the sides.

Additional detailing includes yellow propeller tips and spinner, black

propeller blades, guns and tyres and rusty brown exhaust pipes.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Avro Anson - AW665/ PP-B.
No. 71 Squadron RAAF

The second Avro Anson model this

month is a replica of an aircraft deployed by

No. 71 Sqn., Royal Australian Air Force, at

Lowood, Queensland in 1943. The Squadron was

an RAAF maritime patrol squadron during

WWII, formed in January 1943 and

operating off the east coast of Australia, primarily

deployed on anti-submarine patrols and convoy escort

missions.  The Squadron was disbanded in August 1944. 

Our 1:72 scale replica represents one of the squadron’s Ansons,

coded PP-B, AW665, decorated in the experimental anti-submarine

colour scheme of dark slate/dark sea grey camouflage to the upper

surfaces with a matt and gloss white to the fuselage, engine sides and under

surfaces. The cockpit interior is green with black instrument panel. Further

detail sees the engine hub and wheel struts painted silver. Note too on this

release, the absence of a machine gun in the gun turret.

NEWSpitfire Mk1 - 57 OTU, 
RAF Hawarden, March 1942

SCALE PRICE
AC066  1:72 £14.95

NEWAvro Anson - AW665/ 
PP-B. No. 71 Sqn. RAAF

SCALE PRICE
72AA005 1:72 £33.95

NEWDH Dragon Rapide G-AHAG -
Scillonia Airways

SCALE PRICE
72DR012 1:72 £33.95
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1:43 SCALE

NEWVolvo Amazon -
Cherry Red

SCALE PRICE
VA002 1:43 £22.95

Volvo Amazon - Cherry Red
Launched in Issue 194, the newly tooled Oxford 1:43

scale Volvo Amazon appeared in light green and for its

second outing, it comes in the dark red which was

one of its signature colours during its long

production life between 1956 and

1970.  Our model is based

on the Amazon 4-door

saloon which sold in excess

of 234,000 vehicles before it

ceased production.  The

interior is moulded in black

apart from the red ‘carpet’,

dashboard and door tops.  The car is

registered RPX 344E and dates from 1967 but like

so many Volvos, it probably ran and ran forever! 

Mini Batman Ice Cream Van - Huskys Ices
Our latest 1:43 scale Ice Cream van is a variation of

the Mini complete with cabover with clear windows

above the driver’s section.  Decorated in candy

pink with pink and cream striped lower body, the

vehicle also incorporates a flying Batman figure

printed across the back advising motorists to ‘Mind

That Child’.  Registered DPV 542T, the model is

attractively decorated with ‘99’ ice cream cone and

rocket propelled fruit lollies.  The interior features

a realistic pink fridge with cream lid behind the

kiosk window which promotes the range of frozen

delights on offer.  Completing the Mini feel, the

Leyland badge sits in the centre of the bonnet

above the radiator.  With

temperatures soaring, the Huskys Ices

vendor will be doing a roaring trade!

NEWAustin Mini Cooper -
Tartan Red/Union Jack

SCALE PRICE
43MIN023 1:43 £7.95

Austin Mini Cooper - Tartan Red/Union Jack
Our ever-popular classic car the Austin Mini Cooper has

already been produced in 1:76 scale, when the patriotic

livery was used to launch the newly tooled model.  

Here we see it looking equally glorious in the larger 

1:43 scale, registered NLG 465B from 1964.  

As we write this in sunny and warm flaming June, 

the colour scheme on our model is highly appropriate 

in a month celebrating HM The Queen’s official 

birthday and her 90th year, as well as the highly

ceremonial Trooping the Colour, not forgetting the

birthday of His Royal Highness, the Duke of Edinburgh

too.  The body is painted a gleaming bright red with the

Union Jack across the roof and a bright red interior.  

A silver/chrome finish has been applied to door handles,

wipers, window surrounds, hub caps, front bumper and

wheels.  The radiator grille is black and silver and a final

detail sees the Austin 

Cooper name appearing on the boot and the bonnet.

The appeal of the classic Mini is timeless, regardless of

size and is definitely high on the Best of British listings!

NEWMini Batman Ice Cream
Van - Huskys Ices

SCALE PRICE
MP011 1:43 £10.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Range Rover Vogue - Firenze Red
We present the third release of our Range

Rover Vogue 2013 in a bright metallic

Firenze Red with black roof and window

posts, all complimenting the mass of silver

trim and side panels applied to the

exterior.  The Vogue is

registered HF14 XKK and it

comes with a black interior.

In real life, this top of the

range prestigious motor

retails at around £74,000

and has a top speed of

between 130-140 mph,

with petrol consumption varying

between 21 and 40 mpg, depending

whether you are driving round town or on

the long and less-congested open road!

SCALE PRICE
76RAN003 1:76 £4.95

NEWRange Rover Vogue -
Firenze Red

Land Rover Series II
Canvas Back Bronze Green

SCALE PRICE
76LAN2011 1:76 £4.95

Land Rover Series I 80" -
Sage Green (HUE) 

SCALE PRICE
76LAN180001 1:76 £4.95

Land Rover Series 1 Grey
SCALE PRICE

76LAN1109001 1:76 £4.95

Rover Car Transporter
SCALE PRICE

76LTR001 1:76 £12.25

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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N SCALE

Austin Low Loader Taxi - Burgundy
You will have seen this 1920s Austin Taxi in the Oxford 1:43 and 1:76

scale series already but we are pleased to present it in diminutive N

scale with no less detail. Registered CXX 598, the vehicle is decorated

in a rich Burgundy and black colour scheme with radiator grille, wheel

centres and bumpers finished in silver.  The interior is especially

detailed from the tan dashboard to the

dark red seats and door panels.  The

silver luggage area to the front is all ready

to take your own N gauge suitcases!  

Caravan - Cream and Brown
Our period caravan in this traditional cream and brown

colour scheme appeared a little earlier in 1:76 scale and

we hope you’ll agree it looks equally good in 1:148 scale,

complete with silver hook up 

and jockey wheel detail.  Just

reverse your car up and drive 

off into the summer sunshine! 

Land Rover Defender LWB Hard Top - AA
Already released in 1:76 scale, now you can add the Defender

to your 1:148 series of AA vehicles.  Registered AK53 TXJ and

painted in the AA signature yellow and black, additional colour

sees the rear of the vehicle with the high visibility chevron

effect and the Special Operations Response Team lettering in

black out of a bright red. 

Ford Transit LWB - West Sussex Fire & Rescue
Our N scale emergency series sees another addition which has

appeared in the 1:76 scale range.  Our very modern long

wheelbase Ford Transit comes in the vibrant livery of West

Sussex Fire & Rescue Fleet Support and is an exact replica of

its larger counterpart.  Registered HY59 EFE, it will team up

perfectly with the existing Scania CP31 Pump Ladder in the

county’s F & R livery, model number NSFE002, which we

reviewed in Issue 187 of The Globe.

AEC Matador - Royal Navy
The AEC Matador in Royal Navy livery has already appeared

as part of the Oxford Military 1:76 scale series and for 1:148

scale enthusiasts, we are pleased to add an exact replica,

completed to the same level of detail. In two-tone dark blue,

the simple RN logo is printed in white on the sides of the

‘canvas’ tilt and the military registration plate is the same -

75 RN 23. It is a great little

model to add to your growing

N scale military line-up.

NEWAustin Low Loader 
Taxi - Burgundy

SCALE PRICE
NAT004 1:148 £3.95

NEWFord Transit LWB - 
West Sussex F & R

SCALE PRICE
NFT020 1:148 £3.95

NEWLand Rover Defender
LWB Hard Top - AA

SCALE PRICE
NDEF009 1:148 £3.95

SCALE PRICE
NCV003 1:148 £3.95

NEWCream & Brown Caravan 

SCALE PRICE
NAEC010 1:148 £6.45

NEWAEC Matador Royal Navy
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MODELS AVAILABLE AGAIN!

Whitby Morrison Mondial Ice Cream van - Dimascio’s Ices
This second release of the Whitby Morrison Mondial ice cream van

in N scale is also an exact copy of its 1:43 and 1:76 scale

counterparts, decorated in the brightly coloured red, white and two

tone blue colour scheme of Dimascio’s Ices, registered DK07 SSV.

With a mass of colourful artwork, the slogan Soft to Eat - Hard to

Beat is printed along the sides, with the Italian

and Union Flags flying towards the base.  Note

the decorative ice cream cones are mounted

on the front of the roof above the windscreen.

Guy Arab Utility - Wolverhampton Corporation Transport
For this livery on the Guy Arab Utility, we’ve taken the bus home to

its roots in Wolverhampton!  It was here that Guy produced more

than 2000 double decker buses between 1942 and 1945. 

Resplendent in its bright green and yellow scheme with a grey roof,

the advertising panels are celebrating Guy Motors Limited Truck and

Bus Manufacturers Founded 1914 on one side, while the famous Guy

warrior logo leads the slogan on the other side.  Additional graphics

see the Wolverhampton Transport

Corporation crest and gold lettering

on the sides beneath the windows.

NEWGuy Arab Utility -
Wolverhampton

SCALE PRICE
NUT005 1:148 £6.95

NEWWhitby Mondial Ice 
Cream Van - Dimascios

SCALE PRICE
NWM002 1:148 £4.45

VW Minibus - 
Fjord Blue/Arcona White 

SCALE PRICE
NVW003 1:148 £3.95

VW Camper - 
Senegal Red/White 

SCALE PRICE
NVW004 1:148 £3.95

Transit LWB High - White
SCALE PRICE

NFT006 1:148 £4.75

Mobile Trailer - Bob’s Hot Dogs
SCALE PRICE

NTRAIL001 1:148 £4.25

National Express Plaxton Elite
SCALE PRICE

NPE001 1:148 £6.95

VW Pick Up - Light Grey 
SCALE PRICE

NVW002 1:148 £3.95

Morris 1000 - Royal Mail
SCALE PRICE

NMM015 1:148 £3.95

Ford Transit - Network Rail
SCALE PRICE

NFT005 1:148 £4.75

Ford Transit Van - RAC
SCALE PRICE

NFT003 1:148 £4.75

Citroen 2CV Charleston -
Maroon/Black 

SCALE PRICE
NCT001 1:148 £3.95

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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1:76 SCALE

Scania 94D 6 Wheel Curtainside Lorry - White
Leave it in white or decorate it to your own specifications -

the choice is yours on the third Oxford release of the

Scania 94D, which comes completely plain. 

The 4-Series Scania was produced and assembled 

in Sweden between 1995 and 2007 with five engine

combinations, a choice of three cabs and four

chassis types.  Our model, registered BX04 TDU

features the D type chassis in addition to the

newly styled Scania cab with rounded, curved

shape.  The new design also split the front 

radiator grille horizontally, with a flip down

section, making it easier to clean the windscreen -

or even to sit on should the necessity arise!

NEWScania 113 40ft Curtainside -
Gallacher Bros.

NEWFord Cargo Box Van -
Royal Mail

SCALE PRICE
76FCG004 1:76 £11.95

NEWScania 94D 6 Wheel
Curtainside Lorry - White

SCALE PRICE
76S94003 1:76 £14.95

Scania 113 40ft Curtainside - Gallacher Bros
The highly decorative and colourful livery of former

North Eastern company Gallacher Bros (Haulage) Ltd

adorns the third release on the modern Scania 113

Curtainside.  Set up in 1978, the company worked out of

Stanley, Co. Durham, just off the A1, where its lorries

were a familiar sight until the firm was dissolved at the

end of 2009. 

The lorry is registered N98 PJR and carries some

interesting features.  The cab has a pale blue body and

roof, plus a single orange roof beacon.  On a darker blue

chassis and with a dark blue band running along the

centre of the cab doors and front, the cab front also

displays the name of the truck  ‘Blue Horizon’ printed in

blue on a cream ‘riband’ background.  Extensive printing

to the cab doors gives the name and contact details of

the company . The trailer has dark blue sides, a silver

roof and a pale blue back, printed with Gallacher Bros

details in contrasting colour on the sides and rear.

Ford Cargo Box Van - Royal Mail
Launched in 1981, the Ford Cargo was a

popular haulage option and continued until

1986 under the Ford name until they sold on

their European truck operations to the Italian

company IVECO, at which point all models

carried the dual name.

Dating from 1990 and registered G853 AMJ,

our Ford Cargo Box Van with its Ford Iveco

branding on the front, represents a vehicle

used extensively by the Royal Mail, decorated

in its signature bright red with Royal Cypher

and Royal Mail lettering/yellow zigzag flash to

the sides of the trailer.  

SCALE PRICE
76S143003 1:76 £21.95
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NEWMercedes MP4 GSC Actros
Curtainside - Pollock

SCALE PRICE
76MB002 1:76 £23.95

FX4 Taxi - Union Jack
The Austin FX4 taxicab, launched in 1958 and produced until

1997, has had some amazing liveries in its time but this highly

patriotic all over ‘Union Jack’ decoration takes some beating!

Registered LD07 GBT, the livery is another topical and eye-

catching choice given the Royal celebrations in 2016. 

In contrast, the wheels, wheel covers and front grille 

are all silver and the chassis is black.

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Ford Transit SWB 
Low Roof - AA

SCALE PRICE
76FT016 1:76 £4.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

SCALE PRICE
76FX4006 1:76 £4.95

NEWFX4 Taxi - Union Jack

Mercedes MP4 GSC Actros Curtainside - 
Pollock (Scotrans) Ltd
This second release on the new Mercedes MP4 Actros

certainly has the WOW factor in its distinctive Pollock

(Scotrans) livery.  The tampo printing elements are

worthy of particular praise - so detailed!

The famous independent haulage company from Bathgate,

Edinburgh needs no introduction, having been a favourite

with modellers and real-life truck enthusiasts for decades.

Its familiar pale blue, red, white and gold livery prevails,

with a makeover from time to time and our 1:76 scale

model of the ultra modern Mercedes MP4 Actros

features the highly detailed and equally up to date colour

scheme with a vast array of tampo printing elements to

achieve the end result.  Well worth it, we hope you’ll

agree.  Registered T20 PSL, even the M 507 number is

pinpointed absolutely accurately with the’ M’ towards the

front end of the trailer. 

SCALE PRICE
76FT3004  1:76 £4.95

NEWFord Transit Mk3 - AA

Ford Transit Mk3 - AA
Ford launched their Mk3 Ford Transit van in 1986

into the popular utility vehicle range that had stood

the test of time since 1965.  

The latest Oxford release sees the Mk3 in the familiar

bright yellow and black livery of AA Service,

completed with a central white stripe running along

both sides of the van.  Registered D189 ARD, our

model features an orange/yellow roof light bar printed

with AA Service.  The simple graphics are repeated

on the side panels and across the sloping front of the

bonnet.  Automobile Association models have a keen

following amongst roadside rescue enthusiasts and

this latest one fills another gap in the line-up.
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Messerschmitt KR200 ‘Bubble Top’ - Light Blue
The lovely light blue of the latest release on the

Messerschmitt KR200 Bubble car must have been a

great summer colour in which to go motoring in its

heyday, manufactured between 1955 and 1964 in the

Messerschmitt factory in Germany.  Our model is

registered LPV 966 from its early days.  The high

level of detail is shown off to great

advantage in 1:18th scale, with the

chrome masking/plating exterior detail

looking exceptionally good against the

paintwork.  The dark blue interior

seating and flooring and pale blue

dashboard complete the look.

The clear roof would give

the driver and tandem

passenger a panoramic

view under the equally blue

summer skies.  Only 40,000

models were made in real life

and the ‘Schmitty’ is now highly

collectable - at a price to match.  

A good reason to buy our delightful 

and nostalgic little replica!

NEW
Tooling!

NEWMesserschmitt KR200
‘Bubble Top’ - Light Blue

SCALE PRICE
18MBC004  1:18 £27.95

NEWThompson Refueller - 
BP Aviation Service

SCALE PRICE
76TRF001 1:76 £9.95

Thompson Refueller - BP Aviation Service
Brand new tooling brings the Thompson Refueller into

the Oxford 1:76 scale range.  Decorated in a bright

green, yellow and black BP colour scheme, the model

features service hoses with silver taps, handles and spout

for pumping fuel into the aircraft.  Its three wheels are

also painted bright yellow.  The cabin interior is black.

Two small headlights are sited on each side of the wiped

black radiator grille whilst on the centre back of the

vehicle a single light has a brass Thompson logo above it

and the BP shield beneath it.  

The Thompson Aircraft Fueller, introduced successfully in

1935, was a small three-wheeled, airfield refueling vehicle,

powered by a 10 hp Ford petrol engine.  The three

wheeled, low slung design made it easier to get as close

as possible to the aircraft to refuel.  The left side tank

held 500 gallons of petrol, while the right hand side tank

held 50 gallons of oil.  Each tank had its own pump and

was fitted with an indicator gauge, hose and nozzle. 

This unusual vehicle was put to important use during

World War II when several variants were adapted for

military use.  Following the conflict, many continued in

use at civil aerodromes and airports in Britain, with a few

still in use into the 1990s.  At least 20 examples are

known to exist worldwide.

1:76
SCALE

1:18
SCALE
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Bedford OX Flatbed Trailer - British Rail
Another great model for 00 gauge model rail

enthusiasts is this crimson and cream

Bedford Flatbed Trailer that would be

parked in any railway depot of the

period ready to carry a variety of

loads.  Registered FYN 838, the

lower cab and chassis are dark

red and the cab roof is masked in

the familiar BR cream. The trailer

floor is planked out in brown and the

British Railways lettering and numbering appears in

cream on the cab doors and along the trailer sides and

the British Railways totem is printed in maroon above

the windscreen.  One variation to note is the double

wheel configuration on the rear.  All you need do to

complete the model’s realism is add you own choice of

1:76 scale loads! 

Scammell Mechanical Horse Van
Trailer - LMS
Bound to be snapped up by 00 gauge

railway enthusiasts, particularly those

favouring London, Midland & Scottish

from any era, this newly liveried

Scammell Mechanical Horse Trailer is

employed as an Express Parcels Traffic

vehicle.  Registered ANK 715, the three

wheeler cab section is maroon with white

LMS lettering.  The trailer is also maroon on a

black chassis, with the upper sides and roof

painted black. The lower sides of the trailer carry

the LMS lettering in yellow with ‘LMS Express Parcels

Traffic’ printed white against the black upper body.  The

Scammell was synonymous with railway goods yards for

decades with LMS being one of the Big Four prior to

the nationalisation of the railways.
SCALE PRICE

76MH019 1:76 £9.95

NEWScammell Mechanical
Horse Van Trailer - LMS

NEWBedford OX Flatbed
Trailer - British Rail

SCALE PRICE
76BD020 1:76 £10.95

SCALE PRICE
76MF003 1:76 £4.75

NEWMassey Ferguson
Tractor Open - Red

Massey Ferguson Tractor Open - Red
Another treat for tractor buffs sees our latest release on the

Massey Ferguson tractor as an open version without roof

canopy.  Decorated in bright red with black seat, grey engine

and dark grey paintwork to the wheel axles and attachment

points, further realistic detail includes bright red wheel hubs

with pale green wheel centre boss.  The vertical exhaust

pipe is painted white and the model is rounded off with

the Massey Ferguson 135 lettering along the side of the

vehicle body.

Field Marshall Tractor -
Marshall Green

SCALE PRICE
76FMT001 1:76 £4.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE
Thornycroft Nubian Major - Glamorgan Fire Service
We come closer to home for the second release on our

new Thornycroft Nubian Major fire vehicle.

In 1971 Glamorgan County Council

ordered two Thornycroft Nubian-

Major/Carmichael Jetranger foam tenders

for the county’s Cardiff-Rhoose Airport.

The first, painted in an all over red livery,

was based at the airport and manned by

airport fire personnel; the second one

was finished in Glamorgan Fire Brigade’s

unusual white over red livery.  This one,

as depicted in Oxford’s latest model

release and registered HNY 589K was based at

the county fire brigade’s Bridgend fire station, manned by

the county fire brigade personnel. When turned out to

an airport emergency it would travel to the airport using

the public road network. The machine was later sold to

Newcastle Airport where it retained its dual livery

prompting the airport authority to repaint the rest of the

Newcastle Airport Fire Service fleet in the same livery.

Bedford QLD - RASC, 30 Corps, 
8th Army 1942/3
Our latest introduction on the Bedford

QLD is as used by the Royal Army Service

Corps with the Eighth Army, which in turn

was a field army deployed in the North

African and Italian campaigns of World War

II.  The QLD was the general service cargo

truck, built by Bedford between 1941 and

1945 specifically for military use and able to carry

12 persons including the driver.  Our model is

appropriately decorated in a desert scheme of sandy

yellow, even down to the bumpers and wheels, with

darker beige tilt behind the cab.  It also wears the RAF roundel on

the cabin roof. Its military lettering is printed in white on both cab

doors and across the back of the vehicle, supplemented by the

regimental insignia on the front nearside wing and the rear.

The RASC was the unit responsible for supplying the British Army

with all their provisions with the exclusion of armaments, so our

truck would have been driving around delivering supplies of all

kinds to the troops in the field.

NEWThornycroft Nubian
Major - Glamorgan FS

SCALE PRICE
76TN002 1:76 £14.95

NEWBedford QLD - RASC, 30
Corps, 8th Army 1942/3

SCALE PRICE
76QLD004  1:76 £12.95

NEWBSA Motorbike/Sidecar -
Police

SCALE PRICE
76BSA006  1:76 £4.25

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Metropolitan Police
Jaguar XJS

SCALE PRICE
76XJS002 1:76 £4.75

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN                     
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OR76AR004 - 1:76 - £104.95

4-4-2T Adams Radial - 30582 BR Late

• Smooth Running 5 Pole motor

• Pick ups on all drive wheels and 

rear wheel set

• High definition livery specification

• Separately fitted detail components

• Motor Gearing to reflect scale 

speed operation

• Highly detailed cab interior

• NEM Couplings

• DCC Ready

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76MW4001 - 1:76 - £9.95

NBR 4 Plank Wagon

OR76CAT001 - 1:76 - £10.95

BR Cattle Wagon E150467
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AR97 AR96 AR95AR98AR99AR100AR101

AR51b AR43a AR102AR103AR104AR105AR106

AR109 AR108 AR107AR110AR111AR112AR113

AR116 AR115 AR114AR117AR118AR119AR120

AR83AR84AR85AR86AR87

AR90 AR89 AR88AR91AR92AR93AR94

AR121 Made in Spain: Here we cover the Spanish vehicle manufacturers,
from the exclusivity of Hispano-Suiza, though the economy era of the Voisin
and David microcars, to the fabulous Pegaso cars.  Commercial vehicles by
Sava, Barreiros and Enasa, and tractors by Ebro and others also feature,

along with Spanish-made buses and coaches.  The biggest story of 
all the various Spanish marques is that of SEAT, from licence-
builders of Fiats to becoming a cornerstone of the Volkswagen
Group.  This book has been well-received by experts on the subject.AR121

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS 
ALL AT 
£5.95 
EACH

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636,
Southampton 

SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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